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Abstract
The Purpose Of The Present Article Is To Explore And Analyze The Cognitive Dysfunctions On School-Age Children Suffering From Epilepsy. A Second Aim Is To Elicit Inferences On The Factors, Nature And Comorbidity Of Idiopathic Epilepsy Typologies With Cognitive Deficits In These Subjects.

The Method Used In The Present Study Is Of A Retrospective And Comparative Type.

The Results Of The Metanalytical Process Will Be Determined Through Examination Of Specific Literature And Dynamic Analysis Of The Nature And Association Of Epilepsy With Cognitive Dysfunctions In This Group-Age.

At The End Of This Article, Some Considerations Will Be Articulated On The Didactic, Re-Education And Forms Of Effective Psycho-Education In Order To Modify Not Only The Curricular But Also The Extracurricular Dynamics Of These Subjects.
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Introduction

Epilepsy is a neuropsychological disease known since the earliest times, and the dynamism of its development has always been linked by mystery and curiosity. Even nowadays, in addition to developing scientific knowledge, epilepsy is accompanied by a series of collective prejudices that make life difficult for the individual suffering from it and qualitatively compromise the psychic balance of normal life. Although epileptic seizures can be overseen more effectively in today’s clinic, for many patient individuals, and especially for infants, there are numerous difficulties that strongly affect their lifestyle. Similar difficulties arise in terms of cognitive functions that can dimensionally and permanently alter intelligence development and cause specific disability.

In a narrow spectrum, according the definitions given by the international leagues against epilepsy (Ilae) and the international bureau for epilepsy (Ibe), (cited by Fisher et.al, 2005), epileptic seizures and epilepsy can often occur in overlapping conditions to each other.

The epileptic seizure represents a transient event with signs and symptoms associated with abnormal, excessive or synchronous neuronal brain activity. Epilepsy is the definition of that brain disorder that is characterized by a high predisposition to develop epileptic seizures with neurobiological, cognitive, psychological and social consequences on the affected individual. Epilepsy can affect all age groups but the highest age frequency affected by this disorder is that of childhood and school age. Some forms of epilepsy end at the school age, but if left professionally untreated, epilepsy can have a chronic and often life-long progression.

From the pathophysiological aspect of development, epilepsy is characterized by a sudden, paroxysmal disorder that is the result of pathological depletion of brain-neuron
Clusters. As Can Be Understood From This Fisher's Definition, The Neuropsychological And Behavioral Aspects Of Pathology Have A High Impact On The Occurrence Of Epilepsy And Recurrence Of Epileptic Seizures.

Classifying Epilepsy In The Shcool-Aged Children

Epilepsy Is Not A Single Condition, But Rather A Group Of Pathologies United By The Association With An Increased Predisposition To The Appearance Of Epileptic Seizures. This Has Made It Particularly Difficult To Draw Up A Complete Classification, Which Have Been Reviewed Over Time Until Their Last Partial Modification In The 2010. Thus, A Division Between The Epileptic Conditions Could Refer To:


2. Epileptic Syndromes. The "Epileptic Syndrome" Or "Electro-Clinical Syndrome", It Is Refered To A Specific Complex Of Clinical Manifestations, Electroencephalographic Characteristics And Epidemiological Elements That Contribute To Defining A Distinct And Clinically Recognizable Pathology, With Therapeutic, Prognostic, And
Neuropsychological And Neuroimaging Studies (Panayiotopoulos, 2010). For The Youth-Potential Affected, We Can Essentially Distinguish Three Main Categories Of Syndromes Based On Etiology:

- **Idiopathic Syndromes**, Due To Unidentified Cause, Therefore Believed To Be Of A Genetic Nature;
- **Symptomatic Syndromes**, Manifestation Of An Organic Or Structural Cause Represented By A Pathogenic *Noxa* Affecting The Central Nervous System, Such As Perinatal Hypoxic-Ischemic Encephalopathy, Chronic Ischemic Vascular Encephalopathy, Neoplasms Etc;
- **Cryptogenic Syndromes**, Manifestation Of A Presumed But Not Identified Lesion Affecting The Nervous System Central.

**Dysfunctions Of The Cognitive Structure In School-Aged Children Affected By Epilepsy**

The Affection Of The Cognitive Field In School-Age Epileptic Children Also Reveals Some Complex And Heterogeneous Aspects. Neuropsychological Symptoms Are Heterogeneous As Are Epileptic Syndromes Themselves And Include Language, Memory Or Attention Deficits, Visual-Spatial Deficits, And Learning Disorders. Cognitive-Behavioral Problems In Children Affected By Epilepsy Have Been Documented In The Literature Since The 19th Century And Are Still An Issue Of Significant Attention (Esquirol, 1838; Romberg, 1853). The Nature Of The Relationship Of Epilepsy To Cognitive And Learning Disorders Can Also Be Highlighted At These Specific Situations: Epilepsy And Learning Disorders Can Be The Consequence Of The Same Cerebral Impairment, And Epilepsy Can Cause A Cerebral Lesion That Subsequently Develops A Learning Disorder.

Young Age-Related Epilepsy Can Affect Learning By Developing An Episodic Dissociation Of Neural Activity And High Cognitive Functions. This Episodic Dissociation May Be Responsible For The Appearance Of Transient Cognitive Deficit Associated With
Epileptic Discharges (Aarts Et Al, 1984). Most Neuropsychological Research Has Focused On Cognitive Deficits In Forms Of Focal Epilepsy, Such As Frontal Lobe Epilepsy Or Temporal Lobe Epilepsy, Due To The Direct Association Of These Types Of Epilepsies With Cognitive Disorders.

After The 2015, Scientific Interest Has Grown To The Neuropsychological Analysis Of Generalized Idiopathic Syndromes, Which Are Now Raising Their Spread And Diffusions. Aldenkamp Et Al. (2004) Have Suggested That Children With Epilepsy Are Affected By The Presence Of Specific Cognitive Problems Such As Short-Term Memory Deficits, Attention Deficits, And A Decline In School Performance. In A More Synthesized View, Other Authors Have Provided Their Analysis Of The Dynamics Of Affective Cognitive Functions In Pediatric School-Age Children As A Result Of Epilepsy. Cornaggia Has Argued That Cognitive Functions Relate Primarily To The Capacity Of The Human Brain To Process All Information Coming From The External And Internal World And Behavioral Programming As A Result Of These Processes.

This Capacity Include The Ability To Maintain Contacts With The External World, Psychic Vigilence And The Ability To Select And Focus Information Through Attention And Data Memory (Cornaggia, 2001). In A Synthesized Form, In The Cognitive Areas Affected By Pediatric Epilepsy, We Might Include:

a. **Executive Functions**, Or The Set Of Mental Processes Needed To Process Cognitive-Behavioral Schemas In A Response To New Or Changing Environmental Conditions (Owen, 1997). These Executive Functions Are Connected Firstly To Cognitive Flexibility And The Ability To Plan. Solutions To Cognitive Issues. These Include The Ability To Program, Modify And Verify An Action To Achieve A Specific Goal, Such As The Ability Of The Young Person To Plan And Represent At A Mental Level Without Requiring Memorization Of The Stages Necessary To Accomplish
This Activity. The Cognitive Functions Of These Categories Of Subjects Affected By Epilepsy Are Essentially Influenced By Forms Of Orientation And Organization In Complex And Conflict Situations, Which, Depending On The Age Of The Juvenile, May Include Various Capacities. Such Categories May Involve: The Ability To Plan And Evaluate Efficient Strategies For Problem Solving And Cognitive Flexibility; Control Of Inhibitory Feedback And Decision-Making Processes That Support The Selection Of Specific Responses To Environmental Requirements; The Attention Control Related To The Explicit Inhibitory And Information Activity Abilities; Working And Semantic Memory That Are Fully Activated In The Performance Of A Task; Verbal Fluency, Visual-Perceptual And Visual-Spatial Capacity. Thus The Disorders Associated With These Executive Functions Can Occur With A Multitude Of Issues In The Subject's Daily Life And Especially In His Or Her Academic Life. Dysfunctions May Include Inappropriate Social Behavior, Difficulty In Decision Making And Judgment, Difficulty In Developing, Following And Modifying Plans, Difficulty In Organizing, Lack Of Concentration And Difficulty In Different Dimensions Of Memory.

b. **Visual-Spatial Capacity**, Which Involves A Set Of Processes That Allow The Individual The Right Of Interaction With The External World. These Skills Consist On The Ability To Integrate Information Coming From The Perceptual Space To Develop Some Spatial Coordinating Points That Regulate The Organization And Use Of The Materials Needed To Perform The Task. These Skills Are Also Embedded In A Multitude Of Practical Tasks Of Daily Life. Visual-Spatial Deficits Can Thus Be Defined As A Misconception Of Spatial Relationships Between Objects Or Between An Individual And An Object That Do Not Carry A Homogeneous Line Of Expression But Appear In Complex Forms With Non-Verbal Attitude Difficulties; Difficulties In Coping Or Drawing And Difficulties In Creating Grapho-Motor Sounds; Difficulties In Spatial Organization Of Holding A Sheet Of Paper And Line
Writing; Difficulties In Written Calculations And Geometry; Difficulties In Reading And Visual Adjustment.

c. **Verbal Memory**, Which In The Cognitive Psyche Refers To The Memory Of Words And Other Linguistic Abstractions;

d. **Spatial Memory**, Which Means That Part Of The Memory That Is Responsible For Recording Environmental Information And Spatial Orientation. Included Here Are Both Semantic And Short Or Long-Term Memory. Semantic Spatial Memory Allows The Young To Record And Process All Temporary Information In Order To Achieve An Objective. Short-Term Spatial Memory Allows Different Environments To Be Remembered And Identified As Well As To Record Spatial Relationships Between Objects. Short-Term Memory Represents An Superior Level As It Allows The Individual To Record And Remember The Characteristics Of His Or Her Cognitive Map.


The Pattern Of Cognitive Deficits Associated With Epilepsy At Developmental Ages Carries A Direct Correlation With The Localization Of Cerebral Cortex Functions. This Phenomenon Is Mostly Expressed In Cases Of Focal Epileptogenic Lesions. In A More Detailed Form, The Study Of Cognitive And Behavioral Comorbidity Of Epilepsy Is Complicated By

- Neurobiological Factors, Including Neuropathology And Esiology Of Epileptic Syndrome And Many Clinical Variables (Age Of Onset, Duration Of Disease, Seizure Typology, Therapeutic Control, And Presence Of Epileforms Abnormalities With Epilepsy);
- Psychosocial Factors Associated With Chronicity Of Illness
- Iatrogenic Factors Associated With The Typology Of Therapy, The Amount Of Medicines And Their Effects, Whether In Terms Of Neurotransmitter Modification And Metabolic Effects

The Functional Cerebral Areas As Represented By The Brodmann's Map (Cited By Loukas Et Al., 2011) Divides The Cerebral Cortex Into 47 Domains To Which Certain Cerebral Functions Respond. In School Age, The Most Common Partial Epilepsies Comes From The Middle Temporal Lobe Structures And Are Thus Associated With Learning And Memory Disorders. Right Parietal Lobe Lesions Are Associated With Visual-Spatial Information Processing Deficits, Whereas Left Parietal Lobe Lesions May Exhibit Impairment In The Linguistic, Reading, Writing, And Computing Tasks. The Frequency, Gravity, And Totality Of Seizures Across Cycles Adversely Affect Children's Cognitive Deficits. The Literature Has Recommended That Early Onset And Duration Of Active Disease (Epilepsy) Are Associated With A Worsening Of Cognitive Deficits.
Conclusions

It is equally important to elicit inferences about didactic re-education discourse and forms of effective psychoeducation for the modification of the subject lines not only in the curricular but also the extra-curricular domains of these subjects. Re-education is the process of assisting a system to re-adapt some of the previously held dimensions to be effectively and autonomously exercised by subjects in the future. This process plays an even more significant role in people who have difficulties or have lost their cognitive abilities due to epilepsy or epileptic seizures to encourage specialists to conceive of alternative ways of inter- and extra-curricular intervention and to acquire some specific skills. Throughout development, children with cognitive impairment as a result of epilepsy may encounter difficulties in one or more abilities, so it is convenient to identify, for each case, small feasible objectives that children can practice and obtain by repeating them. The given task is very important especially in the beginning stages of these activities, to avoid frustration and to achieve the objectives.

A good psychoeducation program and the promotion of the curricula towards acquiring a competencies in these children to reinforce and refine them is of a very significant role. Targeted interventions of clinical psychology and neuropsychology specialists in these populations are processes of support towards special education techniques for their step-by-step coaching.
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